HAVE A SUCCESSFUL PEAK
with Scalable Technology That
is Designed for the Last-Mile

Our intelligent technology has been enhanced through over
40 years of experience working directly with leading Courier,
Express, and Parcel (CEP) companies across the globe.

Helping You Under the Roof
Refining the operational plan earlier in the day
means that you can ensure that the right vehicles,
people and volumes are aligned.
Maximise first-time delivery success
 quip and prepare your less experienced drivers with
E
accurate routes
 et your most experienced drivers on the road quicker, with
G
the most time-sensitive, high priority/service level products
 etain loyal, motivated drivers by giving them manageable
R
volumes, smoother operational loading processes and more
certainty on their routes

Assisting You on the Road
Provide visibility and communicate accurate arrival
times to customers to drive up customer satisfaction,
as well as loyalty.
Give commercial grade navigation that ensures drivers arrive at
the exact location
Add more capacity to your network in hard to reach geographies
Flexible licensing models to have your network operationally
ready for the next peak period
Provide real-time alerts of driver trip progress to reduce calls to
customer service

Supporting You Back in the Depot
Addressing daily planning to execution performance
through data-driven debriefs.
Analyse depot wide performance over custom date ranges
Reconfigure plans focused on AM, PM and evening work
Build the bridge between systems, debrief and driver knowledge
Deliver certainty into the operation supported by real-world feedback
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